We present the Vector Equivalence technique. This technique allows a simple and systematic calculating of Feynman diagrams involving massive fermions at the matrix element level. As its name suggests, the technique allows two Lorentz four-vectors to serve as an equivalent of two externai fermions. In further calculations, traces involving these vectors replace the matrix element with the external fermions. The technique can he conveniently used for hot11 symbolic and wmeric calculations.
Introduction
Calculations of Feymnan diagrams with external fermions occur frequently in particle phenomenology. Tl1e traditional calculation technique calls for squaring the amplitude while summi11g over polarizations. This method has the advantage that the final expression involves only dot-products of Lorentz vectors and, possibly, contraction with the Levi-Civita tensor. A major disadvantage of this method is that the number of terms in the result. grows as the square of the number of terms in the amplitude. Both iu t,ree-level and in higher order calculations this can be a severe shortcoming.
Several authors have proposed methods for calculating t,he rnatris element without squaring [l, 21 . We p1-opose yet another such method. Its main advantage is that it gives, much like t,lrc traditional method, a relatively simple symbolic expression of M even wl1eu massive fermions a,re involved. Unlike other methods, one can perform calculations wit11 free Lorentz indices. .4 similar tecl1nique has been implemented using the symbolic language Form.3
Generally speaking, the method entails substituting for each pair of external fermions, two complex Lorentz vectors, corresponding to t,he vect,or and pseudovector currents, .4ny amplitude i11volving the t,wo fermions can the11 bc rewritten as a trace involving the various four-vectors (and free Lorentz indices) in the problem and these two new four-vectors.
The Vector EquivAcnce technique was first described, and used ext,ensively, in ref. 6 . The technique can easily be combined wit11 computerized packages for symbolic manipulation of the Dirac algebra [-I, 51. The Vector Equivalence technique is already implemented in the package described in ref. 4 , a,nd can e<asily be added to other packages. This paper proceeds as follows. In the next section we derive the Vector Equivalence technique. We describe how to use the two currents to rewrite arbitrary amplitudes and quote some useful identities. In sec. 3 we give an example for the use of the Vector Equivalence technique. !Ve use it to calculate the helicity amplitude for the process e+e-+ Ili+lY-in a model which includes excited neutrinos [7] .
The excited neutrinos couple to the electrons via a magnetic dipole transition.
The methods described in refs. 1-2 cannot be simply used to derive this result, In sec. 4 we present our conclusions. In order to calculate the actua,l vector currents, one has to resort to an explicit represemation of t,he spiuors. In the appendix we describe, for completeness, one such rcpresenta,tion, closely following ref. 1.
The Vector Equivalence Technique
In calculating a Feynmau diagram with cxtcrnal fcrmions. one cucountcrs objects of the form M = ti(p, s)Ih(p', s'), (2.1) where p and p' are the momenta of the external fermions, s and s' are their helicities, and r is an arbitrary string of Dirac gamma matrices. For simplicity, we are only referring to fermions (as opposed t,o anti-fernlions) in t,his derivation. For the purpose of this discussion, an anti-fermion with mass m behaves exactly like a fermion with mass --m. ;\dditionally, we suppress the reference to s and S' in t,he derivation.
The traditional method calls for squaring M while summing over fermiou he-licities:
c IMI' = c tr {$p, s)Jh(p', s')qp', s')i%(p, s)} = tr { ($+ m)r(p + nz')F} , (2.2) where r"I= = lYR*yo and m and m' are t,he masses of 11 and 11' respectively. This method is advantageous in that the final result is expressed in terms of easy-tocalculate Lorentz invariants. However, it becomes cumbersome as the number of terms in M increases.
We start by rewriting In terms of such a basis, oue can write
The coefficients V(') can be calculated using a project,ion: Gi(P)($ -m) = (# -m')u(p') = 0.
For any rci) we can write
Let us now consider a particular choice for the basis {Pi)), namely Equation (2.4) t,hen takes the form wr424 = + r(u+ y + $w,,,-f~ + y5 y5 + usy5) (2.6) The string r of equation (2.1) can always be written a~ a sum r = rodd + revel, where r&, and revel, contain an even and an odd number of gmnma matrices respectively. Equation (2.6) can be broken into we do not implicitly sum over fermion helicity, this summation has to be carried out explicitly.
When the fermions are involved in chiral interactions such as electro-weak interactions, it is often more convenient t,o use a chiral basis for the Dirac space: When squaring an expression involving the V's, one can make use of equation (2.2) to arrive at the following identities: with gr = e and gz = e cot &.
In the e+e-center-of-mass frame, the momenta in the process take the follow- The vectors V"+b-and KO'u-are giveu in table 1. (A.14)
In the limit PO('), ~~1" + 0, oue should take pl("/@ -+ m,
